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ASEBALL, a game played
with ball and bat, en-
gaged in by eighteen
men—nine on each of
two opposing sides. It
is popular above all other
outdoor sports in the
United States, and has be-
come increasingly popular
in Canada, England,
Japan, Latin America,
and even in China. There
are two great leagues of
baseball teams in the
United States, the Na-
tional and the American,
each league operating under strict rules with
respect to the other, and to various teams
within its own organization. Below this
group are so-called minor leagues of promi-
nence to the number of eight or more. Ama-
teur teams exist to the number of several
thousand; they are found in every commun-
ity. Baseball is one of the major sports in
the secondary schools and colleges of the
United States.
A Scientific Development. Baseball is
possibly more carefully studied and scien-
tifically developed than any other American
enterprise. This may seem a strange and
unlikely statement, but it is true. What
business house figures on movements of em-
ployes down to seconds in producing certain
results, or practices so persistently on *<team
work"? In the game of baseball as scien-
tifically understood, a base-runner on first
base knows that he has practically three sec-
onds to get safely to second base, ninety feet
away, before the pitcher can deliver the ball
to the catcher and the latter has time to
throw it to second base to intercept the run-
ner. The loss of a fraction of a second in
getting started may be fatal to the runner,
or one superfluous motion or slightest error
in judgment on the part of catcher or pitcher
may give the runner all the time he needs.
Every player in the "big leagues" knows
in terms of seconds the value of every play
and constantly practices to make himself so
perfect a part of a great machine that he
shall never make an error of judgment.
Errors he does make, but not many of them
are due to poor judgment. Such splendid
results as are achieved are due to constant,
untiring practice, under the cold, critical
eyes of innsters o£ the game, A business
 house with an organization so compact as
the "machine" which we call a major league
ball team could do—well, there is very little
in its line it could not accomplish.
Rules and laws governing the great
leagues are copied in all the lower ranks;
the boys on the vacant lot play the same
game as the masters of the art in the great
cities, and they play it intensely, as though
it were the most serious matter connected
with existence. No more exacting critics of
famous players exist than these same boys
when they witness a professional battle, and
the youngsters know the various plays and
players better than most adults.
Rules of the Game. A baseball field
should be over 100 yards square. Ninety
feet from the center of one side of the field
is the white rubber slab (see li, Fig. 1),
called the home plate. The diamond con-
sists of a square 90 feet on a side, its three
corners occupied by the white canvas bags or
bases; which are known in succession from
right to left as first base, second base and
third base. In Fig. 1 the distances are all
marked in feet. The lines which appear on
the field are drawn solid, and those which
are merely of assistance in laying out the
field are dotted. Fig. 2 is an enlarged view
of the home plate, with dimensions in feet
and inches, and it shows, as well, the dimen-
sions of the boxes within which the batsmen
must stand. White chalk lines (a a in Fig. 1)
indicate the position beyond which the player
who is coaching, or advising, the base runner
may not pass; and others (bb), the points
beyond which the players waiting for their
turns at bat shall not advance. The lines
from the home plate to the first base and
from the home plate to the third base are
continued and known as foul lines (see Fig.
1), to guide the umpire in determining
whether the batted hall is fair or foul, it
being the latter if it strikes outside the foul
line. It is customary to indicate by flags
on the fence surrounding the grounds, or on
poles in the ground far out in the field, the
extremities of the foul lines* The ball is
hard but elastic, 3 inches in diameter and
weighs 5 ounces, The bat is of ash or some
other elastic wood, tapering from a diameter
of 2J inches to a eke convenient for the
hands, and usually about 34 inches long.
Balls and bats used by non-professional
teams and by younger players may be
smaller and lighter.

